
Chapter 4 
Part 1 - Sex Linkage

Figure 4-1  
The E/e gene in turkeys is responsible 
for bronze or brown feather colour, and 
is located on the Z-chromosome (Flickr- 
stevevoght- CC BY-SA 2.0).

Introduction

Previously, Mendel, working with plants, showed patterns of inheritance derived from gene loci on auto-
somal chromosomes. One complication to this model of inheritance in animals is that loci present on 

sex chromosomes, called sex-linked loci, don’t follow this pattern. This chapter covers the various patterns of 
inheritance for various sex-linked loci. 

A Autosomes and Sex Chromosomes 
In diploids, most chromosomes exist in pairs (same 

length, centromere location, and banding pattern) with 
one set coming from each parent. These chromosomes 
are called autosomes. However many species have an 
additional pair of chromosomes that do not look alike. 
These are sex chromosomes because they differ be-
tween the sexes. In humans, males have one of each 
while females have two X chromosomes. Autosomes 
are those chromosomes present in the same number in 
males and females, while sex chromosomes are those 
that are not. When sex chromosomes were first discov-
ered their function was unknown and the name X was 
used to indicate this mystery. The next ones were named 
Y, then Z, and then W. 

The combination of sex chromosomes within a spe-

cies is associated with either male or female individu-
als. In mammals, fruit flies, and some dioecious plants, 
those with two X chromosomes are females while those 
with an X and a Y are males.  In birds, moths, and but-
terflies males are Z/Z and females are Z/W. Because 
sex chromosomes have arisen multiple times during 
evolution the molecular mechanism(s) through which 
they determine sex differs among those organisms. For 
example, although humans and Drosophila both have 
X and Y sex chromosomes, they have different mecha-
nisms for determining sex (see the next chapter). 

How do the sex chromosomes behave during mei-
osis? Well, in those individuals with two of the same 
chromosome (i.e. homogametic sexes: X/X females and 
Z/Z males) the chromosomes pair and segregate during 
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meiosis I the same as autosomes do. During meiosis in 
X/Y males or Z/W females (heterogametic sexes) the 
sex chromosomes pair with each other. 

In mammals (X/X, X/Y) the consequence of this is 
that all egg cells will carry an X chromosome, while the 
sperm cells will carry either an X or a Y chromosome.
Half of the offspring will receive two 

X chromosomes and become female while half will 
receive an X and a Y and become male (Figure 4-2).  
In species with Z/Z males, all sperm carry a Z chro-
mosome, while in females, Z/W, half will have a Z and 
half a W. Sex Linkage = “An Exception to Mendel’s First 
Law”.

Above we introduced sex chromosomes and auto-
somes (non-sex-linked chromosomes). For loci on au-
tosomes, the alleles follow the classic Mendelian pattern 
of inheritance. However, for loci on the sex chromo-
somes this doesn’t follow because most (not all) of the 
loci on the typical X-chromosome are absent from the 
Y-chromosome, even though they act as a homologous 
pair during meiosis. Instead, they will follow a sex-
linked pattern of inheritance. An X-linked allele in the 
father will always be passed on to his daughters only, 
but an X-linked allele in the mother will be passed on to 
both daughters and sons equally. 

A.1 X-linked genes: the white gene in 
drosophila melanogaster

A well-studied sex-linked gene is the white gene on 
the X chromosome of Drosophila melanogaster. Nor-
mally flies have red eyes but flies with a mutant allele 
of this gene called white (Xwhi) have white eyes because 

the red pigments are absent. Because this mutation is 
recessive to the wild type Xwhi+ allele, females that are 
heterozygous have normal red eyes. Female flies that 
are homozygous for the mutant allele have white eyes. 
Because there is no white gene on the Y chromosome, 
male flies can only be hemizygous for the wild type al-
lele or the mutant allele, and consequently express that 
phenotype.

Note that the symbols Xwhi and Xwhi+ are explained in 
Appendix 2.  The letter “X” states that this is a gene on 
the X chromosome, and the superscript identifies the 
gene as one in which the mutant phenotype is “whi” 
(“short for white”).  Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 on page 
31 use the symbols “w-” and “w+” to state the same 
thing.  These symbols don’t inform you that the gene is 
on the X-chromosome; you infer it by the presence of a 
Y-chromosome in the male.

A researcher may not know beforehand whether a 
novel mutation is sex-linked. The definitive method to 
test for sex-linkage is reciprocal crosses (Figure 4-4 on 
page 31the next page). This means to cross a male 
and a female that have different phenotypes, and then 
conduct a second set of crosses, in which the pheno-
types are reversed relative to the sex of the parents in the 
first cross. For example, if you were to set up reciprocal 
crosses with flies from pure-breeding w- and w+ strains, 
the results would be as shown in Figure 4-4 on page 
31 on the next page. Whenever reciprocal crosses 
give different results in the F1 and F2 and whenever the 
male and female offspring have different phenotypes 
the usual explanation is sex-linkage. Remember, if the 
locus were autosomal the F1 and F2 progeny would be 
different from either of these crosses. 

A similar pattern of sex-linked inheritance is seen for 
X-chromosome loci in other species with an X/X-X/Y 
sex chromosome system, including mammals and hu-
mans. The Z/Z-Z/W system is similar, but reversed. 

Figure 4-2  
Meiosis in an X/Y mammal. The stages shown are 
anaphase I, anaphase II, and mature sperm. Note how half 
of the sperm contain Y chromosomes and half contain X 
chromosomes  (Original-Harrington-CC BY-NC 3.0).

Figure 4-3  
Relationship between genotype and phenotype for the 
white gene on the X-linked gene in Drosophila melanogas-
ter. The Y chromosome is indicated with a capital Y.  There 
is not white gene on the Y.

 (Original-Deyholos/Harrington/Locke-CC BY-NC 3.0)
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A.2 Y-linked gene 

Genes located on the Y-chromosome exhibit Y-link-
age. For examples, the TDF gene that is responsible for 
sex determination and hairy ear rim phenotype show 
only father-to-son inheritance patterns.

A.3 Z-linked Genes in Birds

One last example is a Z-linked gene that influenc-
es feather colour in turkeys. Turkeys are birds, which 
use the ZZ-ZW sex chromosome system. The E allele 
makes the feathers bronze and the e allele makes the 
feathers brown (Figure 5).  Only male turkeys can be 
heterozygous for this locus, because they have two Z 
chromosomes. They are also uniformly bronze because 
the E allele is completely dominant to the e allele and 
birds use a dosage compensation system similar to Dro-
sophila and not mammals. Reciprocal crosses between 
turkeys from pure-breeding bronze and brown breeds 
would reveal that this gene is in fact Z-linked.

More on these in the next part!

Figure 4-4  
Reciprocal crosses involving an X-linked gene in Drosoph-
ila melanogaster. In the first cross (left) all of the offspring 
have red eyes. In second (reciprocal) cross (right) all of the 
female offspring have red eyes and the male offspring all 
have white eyes. If the F1 progeny are crossed (to make 
the P2), the F2 progeny will be different in each cross. 
The first cross has all red-eyed females and half red-eyed 
males. The reciprocal cross has half red-eyed males and 
females. 

Thomas Morgan was awarded the Nobel Prize, in part, for 
using these crosses to demonstrate that genes (such as 
white) were on chromosomes (in this case the X-chromo-
some).

 (Wikipedia- Deyholos/Harrington/Locke -PD)

Figure 4-5  
Relationship between genotype and phenotype for a 
Z-linked gene in turkeys. The W chromosome does not 
have an E/e-gene so it is just indicated with a capital W.  
(Original-Harrington/Locke-CC BY-NC 3.0)
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Figure 4-6  
Not all species determine sex using the same 
mechanism. There are many factors that can 
determine a species’ sex and one of them is 
growth temperature. For alligators, the tempera-
ture of the eggs in their nest determines sex.  
(Flickr-Florida Fish and Wildlife-CC BY-ND 2.0)

PART 2:  Sex Chromosomes: 
Sex Determination

Introduction

In the previous Part, sex chromosome were described and their inheritance was compared to that of the auto-
somes. The linkage of sex chromosomes to the sex of individuals was presumed. In this chapter we will cover the 

mechanisms of sex determination by chromosomes (genes) as well as other, environmental, mechanisms. In the 
diversity of animal life, sex is not always determined by genetics (sex chromosomes). 

B Sex Determination Mechanisms in 
Animals

There are various mechanisms for sex determination 
in animals. These include sex chromosomes, chromo-
some dosage, and environmental cues. 

B.1 Sex chromosome systems: 
X/Y system

Different combinations of the X and Y sex chro-
mosomes can determine the sex of an organism. For 
example in humans and other mammals X/Y embryos 
develop as males while X/X embryos become females. 
This difference in development is due to the presence 
of only a single gene, the Testis-Determining Factor 
(TDF), also known as Sex-determining Region Y (SRY) 
gene, on the Y-chromosome. Its presence in the genome 
and expression in gonad tissues dictates that the sex of 
that individual will be male. Its absence or lack of cor-
rect expression results in a female phenotype for that 
individual. 

In mammals, the X/Y sex determining system evolved 
just after the divergence of the monotreme lineage 
(mammals that lay eggs) from the lineage that led to 
marsupial mammals (young are carried in a pouch) and 
placental mammals. Thus nearly every mammal species 
uses the same sex determination system. In this system, 
during embryogenesis, the gonads will develop into ei-
ther ovaries or testes (Figure 4-7).

Figure 4-7  
Gonad differentiation is 
under the control of several 
genes including Testis-de-
termining factor (TDF, SRY) 
at Yp11.3. (y chromosome, 
p arm, region 1, band 1, 
sub-band 3).  (Original-Har-
rington/Kang-CC BY-NC 
3.0)
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Fun fact: monotremes have five pairs of sex chromo-
somes and all the “X” chromosomes segregate together, 
as to all the “Y” chromosomes during sperm produc-
tion!  So much for independent assortment!

A gene present only on the Y chromosome called 
TDF encodes a protein that directs the gonads to ma-
ture into testes. X/X embryos do not have this gene and 
their gonads mature into ovaries instead, a default (Fig-
ure 4-7 on page 32). 

TDF in therians (placental mammals and marsupi-
als) encodes a DNA-binding transcription factor that, 
when combined with other factors, turns on genes that 
encode male-specific transcription factors. This begins 
a cascade of gene expression that leads to the differenti-
ation of the gonad into testes. Mutations in the TDF-Y 
gene lead to a range of sex-related disorders with vary-
ing effects on an individual’s phenotype. In some cases, 
the individual will morphologically develop as a female 
although both X and Y chromosomes are present.

Once formed the testes produce sex hormones that 
direct the rest of the developing embryo to become 
male, while the ovaries make different sex hormones 
that promote female development. The testes and ova-
ries are also the organs where gametes (sperm or eggs) 
are produced.
Z/W system

In birds, some fish, some insects (butterflies and 
moths) and reptiles, they use different chromosome for 
sex determination, Z- and W-chromosomes. Z-chro-
mosome is larger and has more genes than the W-chro-
mosome. Z/Z embryos become male and Z/W embryo 
become females. This sex linkage pattern is backwards 
of the X and Y sex linkage pattern. It is currently un-
known if the presence of W chromosome induces fe-
male features or two copies of Z chromosome induces 
male features. In birds, researches have not yet found a 
Z/Z/W or Z/0 individual.   
X/O system

The X/O system (XX-female, X/O male), where O is 
an absence of a chromosome, is found in insects (e.g. 
grasshoppers). The absence of a chromosome means 
that there is not a specific gene that determines the sex 
of an individual, instead it is usually determined via 
chromosome dosage.  

B.2 Chromosome dosage
X-Autosome Ratio

This mechanism involves ratios of autosome to sex 
chromosomes. This can occur even in species that have 
two sex chromosomes For example, although Drosoph-
ila melanogaster has X/X-X/Y sex chromosomes, its 
sex determination system uses a chromosome ration 
method, that of X:Autosome (X:A) ratio. In this system 
it is the ratio of autosome chromosome sets (A) rela-
tive to the number of X-chromosomes (X) that deter-
mines the sex. Individuals with two autosome sets and 
two X-chromosomes (2A:2X) develop as females, while 
those with only one X-chromosome (2A:1X) develop 
as males. The presence/absence of the Y-chromosome 
and its genes are not significant for determining sex, 
however there are genes on the Y-chromosome that are 
needed for male fertility. An X/O fly is phenotypically 
male but not fertile. By comparison, X/O mammals are 
phenotypically female because they lack the TDF gene. 
Ploidy Level

In other species of animals the number of chromo-
some sets can determine sex. For example the hap-
loid-diploid system is used in bees, ants, and wasps. 
Typically haploids are male and diploids are female. 
C Environmental Factors 

C.1 Growth temperature 

Alligators – Sex is determined by the temperature 
during development in the egg and individuals are ful-
ly determined by the time of hatching. Developmental 
temperatures of 30°C produce all females (nests con-
structed on levees). Developmental temperatures of 
34°C yield all males (wet marsh nests). The natural sex 
ratio at hatching is five females to 1 male. Note that such 
a mechanism is sensitive to warming environmental 
temperatures. 

Figure 4-8  
The tuatara (left) is a reptile, but not a lizard, although it is 
related to lizards (right). 
Cladogram:
1=Tuatara
2=lizards

3=snakes
4=crocodiles 
5=birds

(Left: Flickr-PhillipC- CC 
BY 2.0) (Right: Wikipe-
dia-Benchill-CC BY 3.0)
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Tuatara (Figure 4-8) – These reptiles look like lizards 
but are a distinctly separate Order, which has survived 
for over 200 million years. There are currently only 
two extant species. Embryo’s development temperature 
determines the animal’s sex; low temperatures (below 
a threshold) develop into females. High temperatures 
(above a threshold) develop into males. Global warm-
ing will affect the sex ratio in the population. By 2080 
there will be conditions that produce 100% male

C.2 Social organization 

Sex-ratio in a population determines the sex of a 
population. For example, most Reef fish can change 
their sex during their lifetime. For example, the Wrasse 
family (Figure 4-9) includes many different species of 
various sizes and colours. In this family, sex change is 
typically female-to-male (male-to-female sex change 
has been seen in experimental conditions). The indi-
vidual to change sex is generally the largest female in a 
group.

C.3 Parthenogenetic species

In parthenogenetic species, females can lay fertile 
eggs without requiring males. Examples include walk-
ing stick insects, some fish and lizards, and sharks in 
captivity. 

Figure 4-9  
Moon Wrasse (Tha-
lassoma lunare) can 
change sex.  

(Flickr- Nick Hob-
good- CC BY-NC 2.0)

Table 4-1  
A summary table outlining various factors that affect sex determination and its genetic and cell response mechanism.
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Part 3: Sex Chromosomes: 
Dosage Compensation

Introduction

The previous chapters on sex chromosomes dealt with sex linkage and sex determination. Now, there is one last 
issue dealing with sex chromosomes, that of dosage compensation. Because the number of X chromosomes 

(and Z chromosomes) differs between the sexes, there is a difference in the number of copies for each locus on the 
chromosome: females have two, while males only have one (opposite for the Z/Z-Z/W system). 

D Gene Dosage Problem
For many loci, the different number of chromosomes 

is inconsequential. That is, the phenotype is unaffected 
whether there are one or two alleles present. However, 
for some loci, it is significant and can affect the pheno-
type. These loci need to have the correct gene dosage to 
generate a wild type phenotype. The dosage difference 
between the sexes is reconciled in one of two ways. Ei-
ther the single X chromosome in males is up-regulated 
to produce the expression equivalent of two doses. Or, 
one of the two doses in females is inactivated so as to 
only have one active dose. 

Mammals and Drosophila both have X/X – X/Y sex 
determination systems. However, because these sys-
tems evolved independently, and very early in evolu-
tion, they work differently with regard to compensating 
for the difference in gene dosage. Remember, in most 
cases the sex chromosomes act as a homologous pair 
even though the Y-chromosome has lost most of the 
loci when compared to the X-chromosome. Typically, 
the X and the Y chromosomes were once similar but, 
for unclear reasons, the Y chromosomes have degener-

ated, slowly mutating and losing its loci. In modern day 
mammals the Y chromosomes have very few genes left 
while the X chromosomes remain as they were. This is 
a general feature of all organisms that use chromosome 
based sex determination systems. Chromosomes found 
in both sexes (the X or the Z) have retained their genes 
while the chromosome found in only one sex (the Y or 
the W) have lost most of their genes. In either case there 
is a gene dosage difference between the sexes: e.g. X/X 
females have two doses of X-chromosome genes while 
XY males only have one. This gene dosage needs to be 
compensated in a process called dosage compensation. 
There are two major mechanisms. 

D.1 Dosage Compensation in Drosophila 

In Drosophila and many other insects, dosage com-
pensation takes place in males. To make up for having 
only a single X chromosome, the genes on it are tran-
scribed at twice the normal rate. This increased gene 
expression restores a balance between proteins encoded 
by X-linked genes and those made by autosomal genes.

Figure 4-10  
A calico cat showing the random inacti-
vation (X-inactivation) of one or the other 
X-chromosome giving either an orange 
or black fur colour. The inactivation is a 
mechanism of dosage compensation. 
(Note: the white colour pattern is due to 
another gene.)  (Original-J. Locke-CC:AS)  
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D.2 X-chromosome Inactivation in Mammals 
Basics

In mammals a different mechanism is used, called 
X-chromosome inactivation and it operates in females, 
not males. In XX embryos one X in each cell is randomly 
marked and inactivated. From that point forward most 
of the genes on this chromosome will be unexpressed 
or “inactive”, hence its name Xinactive (Xi). The other X 
chromosome, the Xactive (Xa), is unaffected and genes are 
expressed as they normally would be. The inactivation 
process is under the control of the X-inactivation cen-
tre (XIC), located at Xq13 on the X-chromosome, which 
contains several genes including XIST gene. XIST gene 
is transcribed (but not translated into a protein) and is 
responsible for the initiation and propagation of inacti-
vation of one X-chromosome in an XX cell. These XIST 
RNA transcripts coat the X chromosome so that the 
transcription from that X chromosome is prevented 
(inactivated). 

The Xi chromosome is replicated during S phase 
and transmitted during mitosis the same as any other 
chromosome, but most of its genes are not transcribed 
(Figure 4-11). The chromosome appears as a condensed 
mass within interphase nuclei and is called the Barr body 
(Figure 4-12) and does not decondense to be expressed. 
(The Barr body is named after Canadian researcher, 

Murray Barr, who 
along with his grad-
uate student Ewart 
Bertram at Western 
University in Lon-
don Ontario dis-
covered it in 1948.) 
With the inactiva-
tion of genes on one 
X - c h r o m o s o m e , 
females have the 

same number of function-
ing X-linked genes as males. 
However, some genes and 
particularily those in the 
pseudoautosomal regions 
escape inactivation and 

the alleles are expressed from both active and inactive 
X chromosomes. These genes may explain clinical fea-
tures in sex chromosome aneuploidy as gene products 
may be either under or over expressed in relation to 
normal females and males.

E X-linked genes – orange gene in cats
A classic X-linked gene that shows X-inactivation 

is the Orange gene (O) in cats. The OO allele encodes 
an enzyme that results in orange pigment in the fur 
hairs. The OB allele results in the hairs being black. The 
phenotypes of various genotypes of cats are shown in 
Figure 13. Note that the heterozygous females have an 
orange and black mottled phenotype known as tortoise-
shell. This is due to patches of skin cells having different 
X-chromosomes inactivated. In each orange hair the Xi 
chromosome carrying the OB allele is inactivated. The 
OO allele on the Xa is functional and orange pigments 
are made. In black hairs the reverse is true, the Xi chro-
mosome with the OO allele is inactive and the Xa chro-
mosome with the OB allele is active. Because the inac-
tivation decision happens early during embryogenesis, 
the cells continue to divide to make large patches on the 
adult cat skin where one or the other X is inactivated. 

The Orange gene in cats is also a good demonstration 
of how the mammalian dosage compensation system 
affects gene expression. However, most X-linked genes 
do not produce such dramatic, easy to see, mosaic phe-
notypes in heterozygous females.

E.1 A typical x-linked gene – f8 gene in 
humans 

A more typical example of an X-linked gene is the 
F8 gene in humans. It makes Factor VIII blood clotting 
proteins in liver cells. If a male is hemizygous for a mu-
tant allele (F8-/Y) the result is hemophilia type A. Fe-
males homozygous for mutant alleles (F8-/F8-) will also 

Figure 4-11  
X chromosome inactivation during 
mitosis and after mitosis.  (Origi-
nal-Harrington/Kang-CC BY-NC 3.0)

Figure 4-12  
X chromosomes detected 
by FISH method in a female 
cell’s nucleus.   (Wikipe-
dia-Steffen Dietzel-CC BY-
SA 3.0)

Figure 4-13  
Relationship between genotype and phenotype for an 
X-linked gene in cats. The OO allele = orange while the OB 
allele = black. (Original-Harringtion-CC BY-NC 3.0)
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have hemophilia. However, heterozygous females, those 
people who are F8+/F8-, do not have hemophilia because 
even though half of their liver cells do not make Fac-
tor VIII (because the X with the F8+ allele is inactive) 
the other 50% can (Figure 4-14). Because some of their 
liver cells are producing and exporting Factor VIII pro-
teins into the blood stream they have the ability to form 
blood clots throughout their bodies. The genetic mosa-
icism in the liver cells of their bodies does not result in 
a visible mosaic phenotype.

F Mechanisms of Sex Determination 
Systems

Sex is a phenotype. Typically, in most species, there 
are multiple characteristics, in addition to sex organs, 
that distinguish male from female individuals (although 
some species are normally hermaphrodites where 
both sex organs are present in the same individual; e.g. 
worms). The morphology and physiology of male and 
females is a phenotype just like hair or eye colour or 
wing shape. The sex of an organism is part of its phe-
notype and can be genetically (or environmentally) de-
termined.

For each species, the genetic determination relies on 
one of several gene or chromosome based mechanisms. 
See Figure 15 for a summary. There are, for other spe-
cies, also a variety of environmental mechanisms, too 
(rearing temperature, social interactions, parthenogen-
esis). 

Figure 4-14  
This figure shows the two 
types of liver cells in females 
heterozygous for an F8 mu-
tation. Because people with 
the F8+/F8- genotype have the 
same phenotype, normal blood 
clotting, as F8+/F8+ people the 
F8- mutation is classified as 
recessive. (Original-Harrington/
Locke-CC BY-NC 3.0)

Figure 4-15  
Different types of chromosomal (or gene) based sex deter-
mination. From top to bottom, there is the archetypal X/X-
X/Y system found in humans (and most mammals) with 
the TDF-Y gene leading to a male phenotype; the Z/W-Z/Z 
system found in chickens (birds, moths, and butterflies); 
the same X/X-X/Y system in Drosophila (sex is deter-
mined by the X-chromosome:autosome ratio); the X/X-X/O 
system as found in grasshoppers; and the diploid/haploid 
system as found in bees (and ants, and wasps). Also, the 
hormonal mechanism is used in humans, while all the 
other examples use the cell-autonomous mechanism for 
development of the male or female sex phenotype.  

(Wikipedia-original -  CFCF with additions and corrections 
by J. Locke- CC BY-SA 3.0)http://tinyurl.com/oog-sex

This is an encore presentation of 
the online exercise in assigning 
gene names to X-linked loci.
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Summary:
 · Autosomes and sex chromosomes differ in that the former exist in pairs but the latter depends on the sex of 

the chromosome. 
 · Pseudo-autosomal regions are regions on X and Y chromosome that can pair up and recombine. 
 · Sex-linked genes are an exception to standard Mendelian inheritance. The type of sex chromosome system 

and the type of dosage compensation system found in the species influence their phenotypes.
 · Some of the examples of sex-linked genes are: white gene on the Drosophila’s X chromosome, TDF gene on Y 

chromosome, E/e gene on Z chromosome. 
 · The sex of an individual can be determined by sex chromosomes 
 · This includes  the X/Y, Z/W, and X/O system
 · Also, differences in the ploidy level (haploid vs diploid) determine sex in some species
 · Lastly, environmental factors such as rearing temperature or social organization (male vs female ratio) can 

determine sex. In order to compensate for under or over dosage of gene products, organisms use various 
methods such as expressing genes twice the normal rate or inactiving X chromosome. 

 · X-chromosome inactivation occurs randomly (except for special circumstances), and during interphase the 
inactivated chromosome appears as a condensed mass in the nucleus called the Barr body. 

 · Orange gene in cats and F8 gene in humans are examples of X-linked genes. 
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Study Questions:
1. Draw reciprocal crosses that would demonstrate 

that the turkey E-gene is on the Z chromosome.
2. Mendel’s First Law (as stated in class) does not 

apply to alleles of most genes located on sex chro-
mosomes. Does the law apply to the chromosomes 
themselves?

3. A rare dominant mutation causes a neurological 
disease that appears late in life in all people that car-
ry the mutation. If a father has this disease, what is 
the probability that his daughter will also have the 
disease? 

4. Make Punnett Squares to accompany the crosses 
shown in Figure 4-4 on page 31. 

5. Another cat hair colour gene is called White Spot-
ting. This gene is autosomal. Cats that have the 
dominant S allele have white spots. What are the 
possible genotypes of cats that are:

a) entirely black
b) entirely orange
c) black and white
d) orange and white
e) orange and black (tortoiseshell)
f) orange, black, and white (calico)

6. What is the relationship between the O0 and OB al-
leles of the Orange gene in cats?

7. Make a diagram similar to Figure 4-14 on page 
37 that shows the relationship between geno-
type and phenotype in females and males for the 
F8 gene. 
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